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east of Austin, 110 miles northeast of
San Antonio & 100 miles west of Houston.
Phone: 800.362.2078 • Fax: 979.968.1658
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“This is how we know what love is: Jesus
Christ laid down his life for us. And we
ought to lay down our lives for our brothers
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Journey (ages 12-14) is a camp week dedicated to
capturing the lost “Rite of Passage” transition that
was so common in the past between youth and
adulthood. Campers will be challenged with the
ideas of what it is to become a man or woman of
God. This will be accomplished through focused
Bible study, Challenge Course, and special activities in cabin groups and day groups that support
these concepts.
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Omega (ages 13-18) is centered around the energy and interests unique to teens. With lots of large
group activities, this week is sure to encourage
close bonds and friendships that may last a lifetime.
You will be challenged to grow into men and women of God led by college-age mentors already
walking their faith.
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Adventure (ages 13-18) offers campers the
chance to live and cook and play in God’s great
outdoors. Two and a half days and two nights of
the week-long session will be spent at Colorado
Bend State Park where leaders from Ascend Outdoor Adventure will offer hiking, caving, rock climbing, and other potential activities.
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Alliance (ages 13-18). Challenge, commitment,
care and choice are the 4 Cs that summarize the
values we center our actions and discussion
around during challenge course activities. You’ll
spend a significant amount of time every day in
challenge course activities. The week will push you
mentally, emotionally and physically as you’re
challenged to grow in your relationships, spiritual life
and personal character.
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